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Abstract: Admission control is an important tool for ensuring the quality of service in IP networks. This type of
control mechanism should be implemented mostly in access networks in the nodes where the traffic is
aggregated. Admission control can be defined as a set of principles used to protect the network from
overloading and it is also responsible for efficient utilization of network resources. The goal of admission
control method is to guarantee the quality of the service for the newly accepted connection without limitation of
the other existing connections, to decide quickly with minimal delay and efficient use of the bandwidth
capacity. In our paper, we introduce a new admission control method that is based on the Simple Sum method.
The proposed method does not reserve a peak rate for each data stream but it uses the value of the traffic rate,
that is dependent on the number of already received data streams.
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1.1 Analyzed Admission Control Methods

1 Introduction

In our paper, we have analyzed the following AC
methods: Simple Sum and Acceptance Region.

Admission Control [1-7] is an important process
in terms of the quality of service ensuring. The main
task is to identify and to ensure the transmission
resources for the incoming traffic. However, this
can not affect or limit the quality of service (QoS)
[8-13] of an existing service in the network [14-15].
The decision about access is implemented through
the decision methods that works based on a variety
of criteria. Based on these criteria it is determined,
whether or not the incoming connection will be
accepted.
All the admission control (AC) methods have
one basic condition, which is expressed as follows:

Simple Sum Method is a very simple admission
control method, where the sum of the transfer rates
of the existing data streams and the new incoming
data stream does not exceed the bandwidth of the
output medium. Then the following equation
applies:
(2)

,

(1)

where V [kbit/s] is the sum of the transmission rates
of the existing connections, vn [kbit/s] is the required
transfer rate of the new incoming connection and Cm
[kbit/s] represents the total bandwidth that is at the
output of the node (e.g. router) [14].

The equation (1) represents the probability,
where the sum of the current bit rates ri of the all N
connections, that shares the total capacity Cm, must
be less than ɛ. The parameter ɛ determines the upper
limit of the overload [15].
The required properties of the admission control
methods are:
- to ensure the quality of service for the new
incoming connection without limiting the
other existing connections,
- to decide quickly with minimal delay and
- efficient bandwidth use.

Acceptance Region Methods decides about
accepting of a new data stream based on the current
status of the system and also based on the area in
which the system is located - in the area of
acceptance or rejection. The acceptance area is
calculated to provide the maximum utilization of the
system at an acceptable loss value. This method
assumes that the new requirements arrive according
to the Poisson distribution and the following
equation is applied:

∑
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value 64 kbit/s. In our simulations, it is very
important, that the data streams have a variable bit
rate character. The link capacity Cm is limited on the
value 2 Mbit/s.
For better visualisation, on the following figure
(Fig. 2) is depicted the time flow of one generated
data stream.

(3)

where n represents the number of accepted data
streams, p [kbit/s] represents the peak rate of a new
connection, s is the parameter from the interval
<0,1>, v [kbit/s] represents the current transmission
rate of the existing data connections, Cm [kbit/s]
indicates the maximum capacity of the transfer
medium and is the parameter of a link utilization,
that takes values from the interval (0,1> [16].

2 Simulation
of
the
Admission Control Methods

Selected

For the simulation needs of individual admission
control methods, we have used data flow generators
that are gradually connecting to the network. After
applying the selected AC method, it is decided
about the accepting or rejecting the given data
connection.

Fig. 2. Time flow of one generated data stream.

2.2 Simple Sum Method

2.1 Data Stream Generator

Simple Sum method is based on the simple
condition of the sum of the requested transmission
rates for individual connection. The efficiency of
this method depends on the bandwidth that is
determined for each data stream. In this simulation,
the peak rate of the data streams was used.
In Fig 3. we can see, that the usage of the link
capacity is less than 70 %. It was accepted only 24
data streams, but for these data streams is
guaranteed quality of service. Using this method,
there is no situation that the total link capacity will
be exceeded. Thus, there is no loss. This method is
not effective in terms of the use of the media
transfer capacity. Therefore, this method can be
used to transfer data streams that are loss and delay
sensitive. The Simple Sum method decides quickly
because of only the basic mathematical operations
are used.

The network topology that we have used in our
simulations is depicted in the Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Network topology scheme.
The admission control method is applied on the
node (i.e. the router) to which the data streams are
gradually connected. The node then decides about
accepting or rejecting the data stream, it depends on
the actual usage of the transfer medium. For the
simulation needs, we have created a simple data
stream generator that generates a general data traffic
(data streams). The data streams are connected
gradually and have an optional mean rate value. We
have created a generator with 50 data streams whose
requirements are gradually incoming to the node (at
random time intervals). The individual data streams
are represented by transfer rate value, that are
generated with a Poisson distribution with mean
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Fig. 3. Accepted data traffic with the Simple Sum
method.
Table 1.
method.

Fig. 4. Accepted data traffic with the Acceptance
Region method.

Simulation results of the Simple Sum

Parameters
Number of accepted data streams
Number of mathematical
operations
Link utilization Cm [%]
Number of overloads
Loss [%]

The Acceptance Region method is more effective
than the Simple Sum method in terms of the usage
of the media capacity. It uses the link capacity up to
the limit of the utilization θ. However, this results in
a possibility of loss. Also, this method uses a more
complex decision condition, which results in an
extension of the decision time. Therefore, this
method is more suitable for data transmission which
has not exact requirements on loss and delay.

Value
s
24
2
67.38
0
0

Table 2. Simulation results of the Acceptance
Region method.

2.3 Acceptance Region Method
Acceptance Region method is a little bit more
complex than the previous method (Simple Sum).
For decision, it uses a more complex condition with
multiple parameters and also more mathematical
operations (which adversely affects on the decision
efficiency). This method no longer allocates a peak
rate for each data stream. It allocates such
bandwidth that the acceptable loss value is not
exceeded. This will allow us more efficient use of
the transmission capacity.
The link utilization has increased significantly
compared to the simple sum method (82 %). Up to
30 data connections have been accepted. However,
by applying this method also some losses occurred at some time intervals the maximum link capacity
was exceeded (marked with a red ring in the Fig. 4).
The total loss is 0.0069 %. In our simulation, the
parameter of the utilization θ was set to 0.95 and the
parameter s to 0.7.

E-ISSN: 2224-2856

Parameters
Number of accepted data streams
Number of mathematical
operations
Link utilization Cm [%]
Number of overloads
Loss [%]

3 Admission
Proposal

Control

Value
s
30
13
82.07
2
0.006
9

Method

As the basis, for the design purpose of our
admission control method we have used the Simple
Sum method. The principle of the proposed method
is, that it does not reserve a peak rate for each data
stream but it reserves a lower value of transmission
rate that is dependent on the number of already
received data streams and on their transmission rate
calculated at the previous decision.
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That's why we've proposed a new parameter in
our method m. The proposed method accepts
additional data streams based on the following
equation:
,

(4)

where V [kbit/s] represents the bandwidth of
existing connections calculated at the previous
decision, p [kbit/s] represents the peak rate of the
new connection. m is a parameter selected from the
interval (0,1> and represents the basic value needed
for the calculation of the weight, which will be
allocated to the data stream. n represents the number
of the data streams, Cm [kbit/s] is the maximum link
capacity. θ is the link utilization parameter, which
takes values from the interval (0,1>.
As already mentioned, our method does not
reserves a peak rate for each data stream, but only o
part of it. It could also be said, that the proposed
method allocates a certain weight to each new data
stream. The weight that multiplies the peak rate,
depends on the number of accepted data streams n.
If the number of received data streams is low, also
the assigned weight and the calculated transmission
rate will be low. As the number of received data
streams will be higher, then the calculated
transmission rate will approach the peak rate of the
given data stream. How the calculated transfer rate
will approach the peak rate depends on the value of
the set parameter m, that takes values from the
interval (0,1>. In the Fig. 5 we can see how the
weight of the transfer rate will vary depending on
the value of the parameter m.

Fig. 5. The dependence of the transfer rate weight
based on the number of received data streams and
the parameter m.

3.1 Simulation of the Proposed Admission
Control Method
The simulation principle is the same as in previous
methods. The proposed admission control method
uses an method, that is derived from the Simple
Sum method. Our method does not allocate a peak
rate for each data stream, but we have used the
parameter m for weighting the transfer rates
depending on the number of accepted data streams.
The method is simpler than the Acceptance Region
method with respect to the computational
performance.
When comparing the time flows of the data
traffic accepted with our proposed method (the Fig.
6) and the accepted data traffic with the Simple Sum
method (the Fig. 3) we can see that the proposed
method has received significantly more data
streams. Our proposed AC method has accepted 29
data streams, the link utilization has increased to the
limit of the usability and there was no overload. In
our simulations, the value of the parameter m was
set to value 0.15 (here, the most data streams were
received and the loss was 0).
Table 3. Simulation results of the proposed
admission control methods.
Parameters
Number of accepted data streams
Number of mathematical operations
Link utilization Cm [%]
Number of overloads
Loss [%]
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s
29
6
79.70
0
0
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number of mathematical operations and not in terms
of the time complexity of the individual
mathematical operations.
From the view of the number of overloads and
loss the simulation results are as follows. The
Simple Sum method and our proposed method were
without overloads and thus also without loss. When
simulating the Acceptance Region method, the link
capacity exceeded 2 times, with overall loss 0.0069
%.
Table 4.
method.
Fig. 6. Accepted data traffic controlled by the
proposed admission control method.

Parameters
Number of
accepted data
streams
Number of
mathematical
operations
Link utilization
Cm [%]
Number of
overloads
Loss [%]

3.2
Comparison of the Simulated AC
methods
All simulated admission control methods can be
compared in several ways: number of accepted data
streams, link utilization, number of mathematical
operations that are needed for the accepting of one
data stream (i.e. decision complexity), number of
overloads and also loss. The Fig. 7 shows the data
traffic received by the individual admission control
methods.
From the view of the number of accepted data
streams, the Acceptance Region method has
accepted the most data streams (30). Then our
proposed AC method (29 data streams) and then
Simple Sum method (24 data streams).
The same order is in terms of the link utilization.
Acceptance Region method has reached the highest
link utilization (82 %), our proposed method 79 %
and the Simple Sum method 67 %. These values
were calculated from the total link capacity during
the entire simulation.
From the view of the decision complexity of the
method, we have used the number of mathematical
operations (per one decision). Based on the number
of mathematical operations, simulated methods can
be compared in terms of their decision e ciency.
The minimum number of operations per decision
(two) requires the Simple Sum method. So we can
assume, that this method is the fastest method from
all the simulated methods. The second method is our
proposed method (6 mathematical operations). From
the view of the number of mathematical operations,
the most complex method is the Acceptance Region
method (13 mathematical operations). However, this
comparison may not be unambiguous because the
methods were compared only in terms of the
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Overall simulation results of the AC
Simple
Sum

Acceptance Proposed
region
Method

24

30

29

2

13

6

67.38

82.07

79.70

0

2

0

0

0.0069

0

Fig. 7. Comparison of the accepted data tra c by
the individual AC methods.

4 Conclusion
Our proposed admission control method is
based on the Simple Sum method. The
proposed method does not reserve a peak rate
for each data stream but it uses the value of the
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MPEG2 TS Tra c Source. Advances in
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409 (2013)
[10] Frnda, J., Voznak, M., Sevcik, L.: Impact of
packet loss and delay variation on the quality of
real-time video streaming. Telecommunication
Systems 62, 265–275 (2016)
[11] Orcik, L., Voznak, M., Rozhon, J., Rezac, F.,
Slachta, J., Toral-Cruz, H., Lin, J.C.W.:
Prediction of Speech Quality Based on
Resilient Back propagation Artificial Neural
Network. Wireless Personal Communications
96, 5375–5389 (2017)
[12] Bosternak, Z., Roka, R.: Approach of the TCONT allocation to increase the bandwidth in
passive optical networks. Radioengineering 26,
954–960 (2017)
[13] Bosternak, Z., Roka, R.: Bandwidth Scheduling
Methods for the Upstream Tra c in Passive
Optical Networks. Przeglad Elektrotechniczny,
9–12 (2018)
[14] Chromy, E., Kavacky, M., Dresto, L.:
Admission Control Methods in IMS Networks.
International Journal of Advances in
Telecommunications, Electrotechnics, Signals
and systems 5(3), 142–145 (2016)
[15] Cuba, M., Baronak, I.: Admission Control
Methods in IMS Networks. Advances in
Electrical and Electronic Engineering 14, 358–
363 (2016)

tra c rate that is dependent on the number of
already received data streams. It means that we
have added some weighting of the transmission
rate to the equation. Our proposed method was
simulated and compared with other simulated
admission control methods.
For the simulation purposes, we have used a
simple data stream generator that generates
general data stream with Poisson distribution
and with the same average transmission rate
value. Therefore, in the next work we will focus
on the simulation, comparison and design of the
admission control method for a specific tra c
(e.g. VoIP and IPTV). The results of the
presented simulations and the design of our
method allow us to continue working on this
very interesting topic.
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